Abstract-In this paper, we consider the problem of a group of autonomous mobile robots and a human moving coordinately in a real-world implementation. The group moves throughout a dynamic and unstructured environment. The key problem to be solved is the inclusion of a human in a real multi-robot system and consequently the multiple robot motion coordination. We present a set of performance metrics (system efficiency and percentage of time in formation) and a novel flexible formation definition whereby a formation control strategy both in simulation and in real-world experiments of a human multi-robot system is presented. The formation control proposed is stable and effective by means of its uniform dispersion, cohesion and flexibility.
I. INTRODUCTION n recent years, considerable research efforts have been conducted towards the control of a group of autonomous robots. The appeal for this discipline is well supported by the plethora of advantages that multi-robot systems over single autonomous robots and well backed up by the advancements in robot technologies. A human moving cooperatively with a group of robots ( Fig. 1 shows its conceptual illustration) could as well broadly benefit in several applications (e.g. moving a large object or human guiding) but as far as the authors know, no experimental work has been conducted in this research area. Naturally, multi-robot systems (MRS) are the first place to look for inspiration, and more specifically formation control of distributed multi-robot systems. When considering a human and a MRS working together, referred as human multi-robot system (HMRS), many questions arise: seeking simplicity yet reliability through local sensing, what distributed control framework for HMRS formation navigation is the most suitable? And to compare among methods and algorithms, what metrics can be utilized? Several approaches to establish and maintain formations can be found in the literature of MRS. In [1] artificial forces are used to control individual robot's motion. In [2] the problem of formation generation is treated in terms of distributed algorithms using idealized robots with perfect sensors and no physical dimension. Some other authors [3] , improve these algorithms with regard to usefulness for Manuscript received January 5, 2011. J. Saez-Pons is with the Sheffield Hallam University, UK (corresponding author e-mail: j.saez-pons@shu.ac.uk).
physical robots and propose a method to move a group of mobile robots in strict formation.
In [5] a behavior-based approach to robot formation keeping is presented. Reactive behaviors, implemented as so-called motor schema, correspond to the different influences, which have an effect on the movements of the robots, based on a potential field method and which can be used to define uniform and structured geometric formations. In [4] a potential field approach is presented, where the robot group has to get into a certain formation at a specified goal point. It is not clear if the formation can move as a whole. Contrary to our approach only static obstacles are assumed.
In [6] a distributed approach that uses behavioral modules to control formation is used. For each formation, every robot has a pre-assigned ordering, which determines the angle it should keep between its front direction and the direction of its friend.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II gives an overall description of the system with a focus on the distributed control strategy employed and the exemplary metrics selected for performance evaluation. In section III an explanation of the experimental design and the implementation is given. Section IV describes the formation control employed in this work. Finally, section V discusses the results and section VI concludes the paper.
II. AIM AND TEST CRITERIA
This section provides an overview of the framework for distributed formation control of a group of robots to navigate with a human, the Social Potential Field method, which belongs to the group of "virtual physics". The term "virtual" (sometimes referred as artificial) is used because this framework is motivated by natural physical forces and robots act as if they are real. Formation is defined as a group of elements establishing and maintaining a certain flexible configuration. Thereafter, the performance metrics employed in the forthcoming experiments are selected.
A. Social Potential Fields as a Distributed Control
Within the distributed control framework, artificial potential fields are proposed to be used as control laws. The controller is allowed to define pair-wise potential laws for pairs of components (i.e. robots, obstacles or human) of the system. Each robot senses the resultant potential field from all other components, at least the components within its sensor boundary (SB), also known as neighboring components (NC), and acts under the resultant force F i (see Fig. 2 ). Once the force laws are defined, force calculations can be carried out by individual robots in a distributed manner.
At a fixed time, the overall artificial force applied by the NC upon a robot i is 
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The force laws are inverse-power laws of distances incorporating both attraction and repulsion, similar to those found in molecular dynamics. For example, in our force law, attraction dominates over long distances and repulsion dominates over short distances. Using force laws, the resulting system displays 'social' behaviors such as clustering, guarding, and escorting. Thus the method is called social potential fields (SPF) [1] . However, there is no known procedure for designing potential force laws to derive a given specified set of behaviors. Nevertheless, we propose a control method based on the usage of social potential fields, Formation Control (FC) in section IV.
B. Exemplary Metrics for Formation Navigation.
In order to compare methods and algorithms is crucial to dispose of measurements that allow meaningful evaluation of the experimental data. In the literature only sparse discussions of metrics in this field are found. Selecting the right metrics requires a careful analysis of the experimental setup. Every setup is different even if it is "a typical office environment" or "an empty soccer field". Nevertheless, since the goal is a discussion of usability of general formation approaches, robot systems, and environmental conditions, suitable metrics have been chosen, which one can find in the majority of the related work. 1) System efficiency (SE) is the average distance traveled by the robots divided by the straight-line distance of the course [5] . This metric gives a measurement of the distance ratio between the human and the robots, where a ratio of 1 means that equal distance is traveled by humans and robots.
2) Percentage of time in formation (%tif) [5] [6] [7] [8] . This metric evaluates the stability performance of the system.
Other exemplary metrics have been discarded to quantify the results of our experiments. The reason is mainly due to the fact that they require the knowledge of specific parameters. For example, this is the case of the formation position error [5] [8] which requires to know the final positions of the robots in the formation, data that in our approach is not available.
In order to use the aforementioned metrics a systematic and practical definition of formation must be laid out. In the literature there exist different formation definitions but always according to the formation approach, the environmental conditions, and the robot system employed. We go a step forward and define formation as a group of components (robots and humans) establishing and maintaining a certain "flexible configuration". The configuration does not have predefined shape but the components have to stay close by and adapt to the geometrical constraints of the environment. Therefore we state the following definition: Definition 1. Given the position of N components of a group, these are considered to be in a flexible formation if the following two conditions hold:
( (Fig. 3 left) . The usage of condition 1 by itself is not sufficient to have a flexible formation. In the example of the torn formation (Fig. 3  right) , the components are uniformly dispersed and condition 1 still holds. However, this is an undesired situation, therefore the need of a second criterion. Condition 2 states that the group is in a flexible formation if there exists a connected graph, which is not the case in the torn formation situation. Initial considerations definitions about the aforementioned flexible formation are introduced in our previous work [9] [10] [11] .
III. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
The experimental goal of this work is to demonstrate human multi-robot navigation by developing and implementing a formation control algorithm. The equipment and procedures described here are designed as the minimum system required to achieve this goal.
The autonomous mobile robots employed are the ERA-MOBI mobile robot provided by Videre Design, a compact platform carrying a PC and a laser range-finder (LRF) by Hokuyo. The SB of each robot, set by the LRF characteristics, is 240 degrees with a range of 5.6 meters.
To test the performance of the control strategy a simulation was carried out using the simulation software Player/Stage. Models of the real ERA-MOBI platform and the LRF device were used and the human was simulated as an independent agent that can move freely in the environment, which is a map of a real environment used for the real-world trials. This architecture (Fig. 4 ) has been designed to implement different robot behaviors (formation and following), handle communication, run distinct robot navigation algorithms (localization and collision avoidance), define different agent types, interact with the hardware involved (actuators and sensors), interface with the users, and everything combined with different software platforms (Player, Javaclient and JADE).
The robots are provided with a map of the environment, where they localize using the Adaptive Monte-Carlo Localization algorithm [12] and employing a central repository agent; the localization information is stored and distributed. Using this distributed architecture the system is able to share the robots and human poses with the team, allowing for the implementation of our FC method.
IV. FORMATION CONTROL
This section presents a formation control (FC) algorithm which is assessed in a set of experiments. According to the requirements of the system, it becomes clear that the human cannot simply be a component of the group. Some sort of priority or leadership has to be given to the human in order to dictate the motion of the robot group. It is needed somehow to combine simple behaviors to obtain a more complex global behavior, which has been shown to be easy to implement in real robots. Therefore, taking into account existing methods in the literature, it is proposed a FC through the combination of the social potential field method with the popular behavior-based approach.
The main problem with the behavior-based approach is to decide when to switch among the simple behaviors in an optimized way. In our case, the decision is clearly imposed by the key component of the robot group: the human. The presence or absence of the human within the SB of each robot dictates the switching behavior factor. Therefore, the robot with the human in SB, is attracted-repulsed only by the human and repulsed by the rest of components. The robot without human within SB, is attracted-repulsed by other robots (referred as 'mates') and repulsed by obstacles.
Let us define the social potential force considering N components denoted with R n , where n = 1, 2...N, the nearest obstacle denoted with O and a human denoted by H, in a two dimensional plane R 2 .
The SPF ( )
where P Obs is the robot-obstacle function, P Mat is the robotmate function, P Hum is the human-robot function, d is the relative distance of R n with the component denoted by the corresponding upper index, and U is the unit vector.
The experiment was repeated ten times in simulation and real-world trials. Fig. 5 shows snapshots of the simulator during a trial in time sequence. As it begins (a) the robots are placed at random positions and the human will be placed at the same starting location. Notice that the robots are placed in a dispersed way, but keeping a connected graph. The simulation begins and the human is kept still whereas the robots' motion goes under FC. The robots and the human are aggregated (b). It is important to notice that the robots get dispersed in the environment according the robot mates and obstacles positions within each robot SB. The robots settle for a minute (referred as the "formation generation" stage). Afterwards, the human starts moving towards the top side of the scene in straight line pulling the group with him (c). The platforms follow the human's movement through the environment whereas avoiding collision with other mates and surrounding walls/objects (d). Note the group self organizes to occupy the empty space. Once the human reaches the final position on the top side after traveling for 7 meters, they stop moving (e). The robots are allowed to continue moving until they reach a stable situation (f). This second stage will be referred as "Formation maintenance".
The real-world experiment was then repeated using the human multi-robot architecture explained before. The mobile robots were placed loosely at the same positions as in simulation and the human still at its initial location. Fig.  6 . shows snapshots of the real-world trial. The % tif and the SE metrics are presented in Table I . Table I indicates that in simulation FC eight out of ten trials perform full time in formation and the average %tif is as high as 98,51%. In the real-world trials the performance is lower but still the average is 72,41.
Considering the performance results, there is a performance difference between simulations and real-world experiments. All parameters in real-world controllers for the experiments were identical to those used in the simulations, therefore the difference in behavior must be due to the dynamics of the real-world system (i.e. zero delay in the control loop, uncertainty provided by sensors, robot dynamics, inertia, friction, etc.), errors in the localization system and the human localization inaccuracy.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Our FC represents a simple yet sufficient control framework to achieve human multi-robot system navigation. It has been shown that a flexible formation can be achieved by exploiting the "social relations" among robots, whereby the formation is generated directly from the attraction/repulsion interaction between human and robots, and the repulsion with the obstacles of the scene. Moreover, it has been shown that with FC a group of robots can move according to the human's movement and that a simulated formation control can be used to design and test a formation controller, which has been transferred to the control of the real robots. The presented FC, to the best of our knowledge is the first decentralized multi-robot control to navigate with a human.
Adapting FC in a style of a behavior-based controller improves the cohesion of the group and gives an improved performance. FC is stable and effective by means of its uniform dispersion and flexibility, and is therefore an appropriate solution. The reason for that is due to the priority given to the human, causing the robots to uniformly disperse during the formation generation stage. The latter means that the robots do spread more in the empty environment which can be observed in both simulations and real-world trials. During the formation maintenance stage in both simulation and real-world trials the robots move cohesively with the human. This happens because of the condition introduced by the human's presence, which causes the robots within its area of influence to occupy the empty space, causing the far away robots to come closer to human's position. Moreover, with our FC, the flexibility of the formation is kept; the robots are able of performing properly in a scenario cluttered with dynamic (e.g. moving obstacles) and static objects (e.g. walls) whereas keeping and maintaining formation. Performance parameters, SE and %tif with their averages and standard deviation for Simulation and Real-world trials. 
